TOUR OF THE THREE BEST ITALIAN
GOLF COURSE!
A special tour for golf lovers: Castelconturbia, Royal
Park I Roveri and, to end with, Le Betulle - the best
Italian golf clubs for a unique tour.
First stop: Golf Club Castelconturbia
In 1898 the Conturbier Golf Club was the only golf
course in Piedmont and only two golf courses were at
the time in Italy.
The modern 27 holes golf course, planned and built up by Robert Trent Jones Sr., covers
an area of over one million square meters, including and widening the area of the old
existing nine holes. An ideal place among secular trees, streams, small lakes and gentle
undulations of the land for performing one of his most successful courses which fits in
a harmonious way into the splendid and intact countryside in the back-ground of the
massif of the MountRosa. It has been two times venue of the Italian Open (1991 &
1998): course record 66 held by Josè Maria Olazabal and Costantino Rocca.
Second stop: Golf Club Royal Park I Roveri
In the earth of La Mandria, a
secular park not far from
Turin, you are welcomed by
the excellence in golf: 18 holes
designed by Trent Jones and
the new course planned by
Michael
Hurdzan,
internationally recognized as
an authority in the development of golf courses; avant-garde services and the pleasure
of playing on an exceptional green.
Third stop: Golf Club Le Betulle
The Golf Club Le Betulle in Magnano Biellese, rated
best golf club of Italy last year*, and alternately
sharing the three top positions with the other golf
clubs included in this tour, was founded in the late
1950s. The course (18 holes, par 73 measuring
6497 meters) was designed by the famous English
architect, John Morrison and, thanks to its
excellent design and obstacles, it appeals to
golfers at all levels. Here you can enjoy an
unhurried, tranquil round in a beautiful
natural ambiance.
The cosy Golf Hotel Le Betulle offers 17 rooms with every possible comfort, all of
which have a private terrace with a view of the green and in particular hole n° 9. The
Club-House was built in the best traditional English style and hosts a famous restaurant
with typical Piedmont and Mediterranean cuisine, a bar, a TV room and a game room.
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PROGRAM 4 NIGHTS/5 DAYS
Day 1: arrival with your car and check in at Golf Hotel Castelconturbia. Depending from
your time arrival you can “taste” the golf course before a cocktail at the club house with
an amazing view of the nearby green, on Monte Rosa and the entire Alpine area. Dinner
and overnight stay.
Day 2: day entirely dedicated to discover of the 27 holes of Golf Club Castelconturbia.
Lunch (not included) at the restaurant overlooking the course. Dinner and overnight
stay.
Day 3: after breakfast, transfer to Torino discovering Golf Club Royal Park I Roveri, a
new challenge on a different but equally fascinating golf course. Lunch (not included)
at the restaurant inside the club house. The afternoon is dedicated to the discovery of
the second golf court. In the late afternoon, transfer to Golf Club Le Betulle, dinner and
overnight stay.
Day 4: day fully dedicated to your passion on one of the most technical and amazing
18 hols golf court in Italy. Lunch (not included) in the restaurant. At 4 p.m. shopping
at the shops/outlets of Biella area using the discounts as hotel guests, with your car or
with a private car/minibus with driver (optional). Transfer to one of the best restaurant
of Biellese, Il Faggio for a wonderful gourmet dinner. Return to the hotel and overnight
stay.
Day 5: check out and departure. End of the tour.
Rate per person (minimum 2 persons): € 630,00 per person.
Single room supplement: € 126,00 per person.
Week end green fee supplement: ask for a quotation

Included: half board four nights in double room with buffet breakfast at the Golf Hotel
Le Betulle and Golf Hotel Castelconturbia, dinner at restaurant Il Faggio on day 4, green
fee day 2, 3 and 4. Use of sauna in Golf Hotel Le Betulle (included bathrobes and
slippers)
Not included: drinks, lunches, optional green fees on day 1 and 5 (ask for a quotation),
car/minibus and driver rental for shopping on day 4, transfers from/to airports and
between the three Golf Clubs, anything not indicated as “included”.
Validity: 01.03.2015 – 30.11.2015
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Options:
 Do you want to use our transportation services without using your car? Bugella
Welcome by Scaramuzzi Viaggi can propose you car/minibus transfers from/to
airports, between the three Golf Clubs and for the shopping tour on day 4. Or
you can take advantage of rental services of AVIS in Biella. We will take care of
that!
Pls let us know how many you are and we will send you our best price!
*from "Top Ten Ranking" of Italian Best Golf Club of Mondo del Golf Magazine.
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